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Attleboro Representative's “Transparency” Claim Is Rather Opaque
Heroux claims to put his committee votes online, but voted against publishing those votes last year

Boston, MA: Earlier this week, freshman state Representative Paul Heroux of Attleboro
highlighted to supporters his focus on transparency, according to the recap published in the Sun
Chronicle on Tuesday. That newspaper reported Heroux as saying that “he posts all his roll call
votes and committee votes online,” along with dozens of pages of other information. Heroux also
said that he believes his votes amount to a small fraction (2%) of his work as a legislator,
preferring instead to focus heavily on constituent service (80%). Heroux did not elaborate on the
remaining 18%.

“While Paul Heroux may think his votes don't matter, we strongly disagree, and we suspect
many of his constituents feel the same way,” stated Paul Craney, executive director of
Massachusetts Fiscal Alliance. “One of his very first votes as a member of the House of
Representatives was in opposition to a rule requiring that all committee votes be published
online. This means that there is no way for anyone in the Commonwealth to locate the
results of committee votes.”

As part of the debate over the 2013-2014 rules for the legislature, Rep. Brad Jones of North
Reading offered an amendment requiring that committee votes be made publicly available. The
amendment failed 29-126, with Rep. Heroux joining those who voted no. The Massachusetts
Legislature regularly earns poor marks in the transparency of its processes compared to those in
other states. According to the Sunlight Foundation, Massachusetts is one of four states that earn
an “F” grade, along with Nebraska, Kentucky and Alabama. That group details numerous flaws
in how the General Court reports its actions to the public.

“Paul Heroux claims to be a model of transparency, but the only thing he has made clear is
his unwillingness to take meaningful votes to advance transparency. No one in the
Commonwealth should be forced to rely on a lawmakers’ campaign website to verify how
they vote in committee but Heroux has done exactly that,” Craney concluded.
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